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Introduction 

1. Revelation 17:18 tells us very clearly that the woman (mystery Babylon) is the great city. 

a. Rev. 11:8 tells us the great city is Jerusalem. 

b. Isa. 1 informs us that the people of Israel, represented by the city of Jerusalem (v. 21) were 

heavy with iniquity, children of evil doers, forsaking their covenant with God and 

spurning His holiness (v. 4).  

2. Isaiah saw the coming judgment in chapter 13.  

a. The same language and symbols are used of latter day prophecy.  

b. Chapter 27 describes the “day” coming when the Lord will destroy the sinners from the 

land (26:21, 27:1) and restore His people (27:2–6) with the resultant appearance of a 

forsaken and uninhabited city (vv. 10, 11). 

3. These texts form the pattern for the coming “day of the Lord” in the days immediately prior 

to the Lord’s glorious appearing. 

4. In the verses before us, we learn that this Babylon city has become a haunt for devils, 

unclean fowl, and detestable beasts. Is this the result of the judgment promised her or is this 

the natural consequence of the course she pursued? 

5. The answer to the question is clear from the text itself. Verse four explains verse three. 

Some MSS have “for the nations have fallen by the wine of the passion of her sexual 

immorality.” 

Sin is self-destructive.  

I. The Mystery 

1. The setting (v. 1, 2) 

a. Paul had already pointed out the events relating to Christ’s second coming (1 Thess. 4:13–

5:11; 2 Thess. 1:7–10), but false teachers were at work. 

b. Thus, Paul corrected them by informing them that that “day” would not come until there 

was (1) a great apostasy and (2) the man of lawlessness (anomia or iniquity) would be 

revealed (v. 3). 

2. Questions that must be asked. 

a. What is the apostasy and how is it manifest? 

If these events have their roots in OT language and symbol, then apostasy is very likely the 

departure of the people of God from their covenant roots (as Israel departed from their 

covenant roots [Isa. 1:4]). 

b. Is the man of lawlessness an individual or a representative of the character of those who 

have abandoned their covenant with God?  

3. The heart of the problem is “the mystery of anomia [lawlessness].”   



a. Whatever this mystery is, it has a clear connection to the man of anomia. 

b. The mystery is already working, but the man is yet to be revealed.   

4. How does Paul’s information answer the problem of the Thessalonian church?   

a. They had apparently been lead to believe that the day of the Lord (the judgment Jesus will 

bring when He returns) had already begun and they were left out. 

b. How this information resolved their wrong thinking requires a lot more digging than this 

message allows. 

1) What or who is the restrainer? 

2) This restraint was active in Paul’s day and was preventing the revealing of the man of 

anomia. 

3) The man of anomia was to be destroyed by the appearing of Jesus Christ. 

4) This man of anomia is also the son of perdition or destruction (apollias; John 17:12; 

Rom. 9:22; 2 Pet. 3:7, 16; Rev. 17:8, 12).  

II. The Message 

1. Whatever the answers are for these problems—  

a. The purpose of this work of Satan is to deceive those who refuse to love for the truth and 

are perishing (being destroyed) as a consequence (v. 10). 

b. Their rejection of the truth is rooted in their pursuit of the pleasures of unrighteousness (v. 

11). 

2. The clear message of this text is that sin is self-destructive.  

a. God has given His truth to preserve and prosper real life.  

b. Those who take pleasure in unrighteousness will reap the fruit of their own doing. 

3. The only hope for us is God’s sovereign grace (2 Thess. 2:13, 14).  

Application 

1. Love the truth, no matter how hard it is. 

2. Obey the truth, no matter what it costs you. 

3. Follow Christ where ever He leads you, no matter how difficult the path. 

“Enter by the narrow gate. For the gate is wide and the way is easy that leads to destruction, 

and those who enter by it are many. For the gate is narrow and the way is hard that leads to 

life, and those who find it are few” (Matt. 7:13, 14). 


